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Rufous City Review 

Introduction 
This is an issue of setbacks. Of waiting. Of losing patience, and direction, and loved 
ones. But this is also an issue of talking back and taking aim and holding tight to hope. 
This is an issue of ripe plums, long horizons, bees sifted from milk. This is your issue. 
Enjoy your stay.  
  



MJ Gette 

Soliloquy of the Worm 
Superstition and later reflection leads a worm to locate its fears in some past trauma. 
 
It passes under a ladder holding its breath, then does the same when it passes a 
cemetery. 
 
Holding my breath will remind me that my heart is beating, it rationalizes. 
 
Where behavior trends impel the use of a formula behind some economic theory, 
predictions are made based on speculation of consumer logic. 
 
The worm gets split in two at the hand of a curious 6 yr old.  
 
One half of itself departs in one direction, the other in the other.  
 
If each eye has seen itself roving, it cannot tell what was I and what was the face of its 
lover, leaving.  
 
The men behind the theory suspect choices are made rationally, they say as they watch 
a woman wonder over the oranges.  
 
She chooses based on her level of hunger. Her husband chooses one that will last till 
next week, when he might want the orange.  
 
The child places one-half of the worm he was playing with inside the grocery bag, 
where the oranges sit side-by-side. 
 
It burrows a tunnel between the two fruits. The woman plucks one from the bag; the 
worm is halved again.  
 
How many times can something split before its mere existence is miraculous? 
 
The woman gives one half of her orange to the man, who changes his mind about when 
to eat it.  
 
Seeing the worm, he throws the orange out the window.  
 
When orange sales plummet, economists theorize the increase in heartbreak led to the 
increase in apple sales.  
 
The couple, tired of parting or discovering their fruits inedible, began planting seeds 
that bore none.  



 
The worm, living multifold but unaware of itselves, began to search for its heart and 
head.  
  



Jennifer MacBain-Stephens 

still 
How still can you be?  I was so still that little brown roots shot out from my legs and 
tried to establish in the bedspread--so still that my arms turned into heavy branches and 
once the heat was turned on, delightful, little pink buds sprouted from the tiniest of 
branches -- (having lost my fingers, it was at this time that I dropped my book)-- so still 
that my book froze in time as an army of ants formed and marched up my trunk, 
looking to picnic. Apparently it only takes two pages to form an army-- so still that I 
fear I will either be chopped down for firewood or shoved into an angry fox den.  So 
still that I could feel what was eating me from the inside out. This is silly. We don’t 
grow roots , branches, and buds--we grow tongues if we are lucky.  
 
  



Maggie Woodward 

Harvest 
even now I feel your furrowed stare 
and the rough trace  
of your fingers on my cracked lips  
 
as you found the bone-dry,  
wind-stung patches 
I peeled raw and red.  
 
while I slept, you trimmed my nails 
down to the quick  
so I wouldn’t leave blood on your pillow— 
 
in the morning you woke covered in lipstick; 
kiss-prints   
the color of a ripe plum. 
 
 
 

  



Six Years Later, A Love Letter 
when I was sixteen I drew arrows on your concrete 
pointing in my direction. you followed the chalk lines 
with your Chevy truck all the way to my house and 
found me folded into the roots of our sprawling Southern 
Red Oak. you crouched down beside me and we lay 
belly-up; inscribed the shape of our backs in loose dirt— 
 
it was summer then. six months earlier, I aimed a snowball  
at you—inside was the scrap of paper I scribbled on  
all winter; the one where I wrote how I loved watching you  
play guitar at the Full Moon Club on Fridays, 
and how you always drove your car barefoot.  
but my hot hands melted the ice and the cold  
water smeared the words I still couldn’t say— 
 
once I braved the city to find an album you wanted. 
before I saw you, I etched our names into the B-side 
so when the needle followed my cursive grooves 
the music playing would be us. but my safety-pin 
sketches caused the vinyl to skip and you told me that’s 
the risk of buying records used— 
 
that July night we looked up through the branches at the  
waning moon. I wanted to mold my mouth to fit the 
shape of a map you could follow without getting lost; 
it would pull you out of your desk in our homeroom, lead you 
past the locker where I had almost stuffed so many letters,  
through our small-town streets in your beat-up red Chevy, 
to this moment. 
  



Sara Williams 

WE’RE HERE TO MAKE MONEY (I 
CANT HOLD ON TO MEMORIES)  
sink me  
 into the liar’s gallery 
 we’re here to make money 
 
 we want  
  to connect  
  but we don’t  
know why 
 
  you believe 
    in breaking 
 the howl 
 
    by unlatching the door 
    
makes my chest 
 swell and hum 
 
  I can’t  
    hold on  
 
   the memory holds the cells hostage 
   access it and 
    I’ll still swell 
 like a melon  
   ripe with seeds— 
 it will burst  
  and grow me  
   a new plant  
I can’t care for 
 
 bulls 
crawl to the surface 
of the mad ocean 
        the sun      hits my face 
 
 thought I could leave  
  my something blue  
at the altar  



 
 couldn’t feel  
   the rubble  
beneath my bones 
 
 but things come to surface 
 
the root speaks 
the edge calls 
blood runs        to the only opening 
 
   I’m the belly  
 burning bright 
and this  
 
is a trail to the moon. 
  



Darren C. Demaree 

EMILY AS THE SILENCES ARE A 
BEACON 
I want us to be quiet with each other 
& know that every firework we see 
 
from the town over from ours, is, in fact, 
a jealousy launched loudly by the others. 
  



Cecelia Hagen 

Say 
Say the woods were pine 
and the fields were corn 

 
Say she asked him to pull over  so they could part the tall stalks 

 
Say catbirds echoed aimless songs 
that held other birds in thrall 

 
Say a whiskey bottle  
lay on brown needles,  

 
the dash and swagger  of a previous trespass  

 
Clearly there was honeysuckle, 
a guarantee of plenty 

 
This morning while new birds 
discuss nectar and grubs 

 
she wonders at the youth they had,  
a kind of sleepwalking 

 
They were acorn experts  
who never considered what formed them, 

 
the dirt, the water,  
all that flawed wood. 
  



Gail C. DiMaggio 

I Would Go Back 
and watch you walk to me down the August yard. Dressed for a gig.  
White shirt open at the throat.  
I would stand in the hall of our last home, shouting,  
my throat ropy with the effort to make you admit I was right,  
and I would shatter that salad bowl on the banister again  
and again hold out my bleeding hand so you would see 
what you had done. I would be a young wife and make you bologna sandwiches  
and when you got drunk and stayed out all night  
I would call your mother and tell. I would sleep against you  
in the camp on the Outer Banks. I would dive beside you  
into sleek waves that pulled us down, churned us under and when I surfaced,  
raw and panting, I’d see you through the sting of salt – laughing, breathless.  
I would look up from this page to find you in the doorway.  
“Listen.” I’d say, “This is about us.” And you’d tell me “That was us, all right,”  
and call it a nice poem - except for the ending. “Take out  
the part where I die,” you’d say. And I would. 
  



Christine Hamm 

Dress Rehearsal  
Someone calling, Mira, Mira, not so close.  
A white lake. Something frozen, stepping  
on something frozen and uneven. The seagulls  
clatter, pull the clouds into filaments.  The moon,  
a lopsided mouth, enters your body and you  
drown again.  Last time I held you, your breath  
like wet dishrags and worms. A house hidden  
under a painted sheet. The fire doesn't help you.  
In that tank top with the ducks across, holding  
yourself, shivering,  not looking at me. The lake  
breaks up and away. Birches are falling around  
your library: snow falls, but no one listens.  
You hum as you stomp your naked feet. The fire  
doesn't help. You say your house is burning,  
I say mine is sinking, even now. 
 
 

  



Dress Patterns 
We lost the cookbook, found it in the bathtub.  
 Added hot water from a rusty spigot.  Added used matches.  
 
We unplugged the lights, the blowdryer. 
  Doors chimed open and closed, the windows boiling black. 
 
You dreamed I spit on the curtains, and rubbed  
  it in with mint leaves,  
   calling it “varnish” or “a blessing.”  
 
I held your hair back, helped you slide off 
 your silver rings, line them up in a blue plastic bowl. 
 
The afterlife peered out of a squirrel skull, bees  
   sifted from milk, 
    condom tips and violets. 
 
We held our hands up to the moon –  
  light, like old ghosts, seeped through.  
 
The father of your emergency: how he 
  kindly tied us down.  You whisper, Here's the locket. 
 
 Scritch of starlings on the tin roof. 
    Where's the key.  



Jackson Burgess 

NOT A NOOSE 
Not a noose. Not a blade. Not 
hanging off a bridge or falling 
down stairs. Maybe with some 
staples in your arm. In Westwood 
a man zipped himself inside a bag 
and locked it from outside. In Watts 
a girl fed herself to her garbage disposal. 
Maybe in the ocean, with whales. 
Somewhere soft—but jagged. Under 
a train, with headphones in, listening 
to the first two minutes of Claire de Lune 
on repeat until it's punched into your heart. 
Not where anyone can hear. 
  



Jolene Brink 

After the Death of Her Mother 
I call my friend who is a stranger now 
to remind her of our Greek apartment 
ten blocks from the Aegean Sea, 
and the homesick-apple sauce  
we stewed on Sundays 
with cinnamon from the market.  
 

We wrote letters from taxis and 
ferries, even when the diagnosis 
was remission and the islands 
where we lingered went months 
without rain.  
 

Even when her 
mother said stay there, the cancer 
will wait, we bought oranges 
and carried them down to the beach, 

dropped thin peels into 
the tide—it’s long horizon drifting. 













Matthew Powers King 

One Russian Soldier  
I slipped on my own blood. I tried to get up but knew, now, after trying and hitting my 
head again and with  the nausea that was fast coming with the trying, it was impossible, 
so then I just lay down and tried to be comfortable against the floor with my waiting for 
it and not to think nor panic but only to believe, and looked up at what had been the 
sniper’s face. It looked much less surprised now. He was sitting in the recliner like he 
was ready to watch TV.  All was normal and ready for television watching except his 
silver, steel-rimmed glasses were laying on the floor next to him, and a mess ran down 
the wall behind him. It ran slowly down next to the window. Outside the southern sun 
shined bright over the horizon. Through heat waves pulsating from the concrete came 
the sound of gunfire and shouting in a strange language I didn’t understand.  
 
In the heat you could smell everything immediately. I could smell the man, his opened 
face, and my sudden cold sweat. The blood came fast whenever my stomach flexed. He 
had got me, too. Although I tried not to think, I thought that the bullet had opened an 
artery. I ripped off a part of my shirt. I made a tourniquet and tied it tightly, but I could 
feel it oozing still: slow, constant, and burned as it came out of me. I knew I was going 
to die, but I wasn't panicking, just letting it come with successful bleeding and non-
thinking, laying quietly in the heat of my sweat and warm blood, looking out the 
window. Between the concrete buildings, the sun was sinking into the horizon past. I 
thought of my mother and sister. I tried to talk to them from the floor. I admitted that I 
fed the dog pancakes and to please do it for me now. I told them I loved them, that I 
didn’t feel so bad really, not to worry more than they had to, and that I wasn’t scared at 
all. Then I apologized and said goodbye. 
  
I waited for it. I felt a slow, curling, velvet-soft darkness closing around inside of me. It 
started from behind my eyes. It was as when you are very young and about to kiss a 
girl for the first time that you long dreamed of, and thought would be impossible for 
anyone ever to kiss, or have, or even touch, and then with eyes closed and touching 
with lips, you become aware of a nothing that was always there save the beating of 
your heart. It was that which was on me and then inside of me now. There was no soul 
of mine but it as it curled deeper and deeper around the hollow nothingness inside of 
me, gently like a snake, and when it was around the center suddenly it tightened 
neverendingly. 
 
Summer. I saw the summer. All Russians wait for the summer. It came in a rush, and I 
saw it all. Through the window came suddenly the cool of the summer breeze off the 
water of the Neva river. We rode boats on the canals in the nights. You could see the 
canal walls passing as, down through them, the down-covered seeds that blew in from 
the country drifted out of the sky and suddenly shined, illuminated soft, white and 
falling through the city lights like а summer snow, landing softly upon teaming lights 
that shimmered across the dark water.  



In the summer, you could see the bright golden dome of St. Isaac's Cathedral passing 
slowly above the shadows from the banks of the Neva. There was the green of the 
garden with trees whose leaves swayed in the rare warmth of northern wind. It blew off 
the river before the statue of Peter the Great riding his horse as he looks upon you 
crossing his river. It was White Nights and there was no darkness now. It was far off, 
brooding in violets and blues of a night that would still not come for many days. It 
seemed so far away. At the best times on all horizons and at all hours of day the city is 
surrounded by warmth and light. I looked out into the coming night though, and knew 
I was coming home, standing quiet above the shadows cast by the stone walls of the 
canal. Past the bridges, now raised high, and shined bright above the gentle roll of the 
waves where the dim glow of the summer stars shone faintly in the sky beyond.  
 
We danced on the Neva at midnight as we sailed under all the lighted bridges which 
later rose to a firework salute. We all wore bunny ears and drank champagne. It was a 
beautiful send off for a young bride who was moving to Italy to be with her husband, 
and there as we arrived the police had just fished out a corpse that had been floating by 
and left him naked, rigid, discolored, and drying there with his long skinny legs 
crooked against the dock in the pink evening light.  
  
And that was the last I saw of it. Suddenly, with a shudder, I opened my eyes and 
screamed. There was no one there, and everything was dark. I was so cold now. I felt 
myself, and found I was wearing my warmest black jacket. I was leaving my flat. I 
opened the second, handless, heavy steel door to the common staircase. Opening it, the 
light came onto me, and I saw my dog, whose name was Grey, waiting for me on the 
stairs.  
  
I had some of my mother’s pancakes and gave them to him. There were scars all over 
his face. His long, pointy ears that flopped over at the ends, and he smiled at me like a 
fox. He was waiting here so he could walk me to the Metro. From there I could go to my 
work and he to his. When I came back, he was always there though, waiting with a 
smile to walk me back home. He smiled at me now as he looked into my eyes, and his 
pointy ears rose ridiculously.  
 
Leaving the apartment building by himself, he walked freely about the city every day, 
and involved himself in every dog thing you could imagine. Everyone knew him, and 
he had great friends who opened the back doors of restaurants to give him scraps, and 
even better than that he knew where all the garbage was thrown in a 5 kilometer radius 
around our flat. Sometimes, I would come home not from work but from other places, 
and he would be waiting by the front door of our building after his restaurant rounds 
for someone to let him in, and seeing me suddenly he would brighten up with his fox 
smile and begin to motion ridiculously with his head in a waving motion to the door 
telling me he wanted in. He did it every time. Then, when there wasn’t anyone around 
at all, rolling on his back to show his big, furry belly, and making a little noise, he 
would ask me to pet him: his glossy brown eyes pleading desperately. He was very 



dirty, and smelled always. My mother wouldn’t allow him in the flat. He returned 
though every time to wait outside the door to our apartment, wearing the scent of his 
victories, and was always there for me in the mornings so we could walk somewhere 
together. When I pet him, he looked very sad and tired, and never wanted me to stop. I 
was the only person in the world who pet this dirty dog.  
 
He finished the pancakes and we left. Grey barked like a maniac all the way down the 
staircase. In a dark winter’s morning, we stepped out onto the street to take a walk 
along the canals. The ducks had returned, and people were feeding them along the 
bridge. Good, serious people always waited for the winter ducks and helped them with 
bread as soon as they came. The ducks needed places to swim, and beneath the bridges 
of the Canals were the first places where the ice opened and gave way to open patches 
of water. It was the first place they could go in the city, and we crossed the street and 
went up onto the bridge and saw them there in the first open water; some sitting at its 
banks; some having little quacking and flapping squabbles over the bread people threw. 
I watched as one woke. It looked up and first saw the others, the open water, the bridge, 
and then the falling bread. It stood up and shook off the snow that had settled on its tail 
and bill. Then it waddled quickly over to the water, making desperate little quaking 
noises as he went before he dove to forage with the others, leaving his little webbed foot 
prints across the freshly fallen snow.  
 
We left. We headed for the metro. We had to stop at every courtyard so Grey could 
investigate the garbage. In one courtyard there was a van parked on the curb and police 
were standing all around the dumpsters. Grey ignored them and started to rout 
through the bags with glee. Much of it was just freely thrown garbage that lay beside 
the dumpsters. The police were busy with a young man in a leather coat who lay face 
down under the arch. The snow looked so white next to his blood.  
   
We took the back way to Sennaya square. We were together now in the darkness. Grey 
barked at every soul we passed. We crossed through the crooked Goroxovaya 
apartments to the road. They were so covered by dirty snow and filth that you could no 
longer see or know there was a road. All along the street were beer bottles, cigarette 
butts, and plastic bags that had held the dried, stinking fish that the bums ate with 
horrible beer on the street as Mothers and Fathers passed, walking their children to 
school; the little children wearing full-body snow suits that forced them to turn their 
entire body from side to side like walking starfish between groups of men drinking in 
the dirty snow.  
  
We stopped when we got to the dumpsters outside the big shopping center for Grey’s 
sniffing and routing, and then for him to pee on all the cars he could find while I 
pretended not to know him. We finally came around the last group of decaying stone 
buildings to the wide, bright opening of the square with all its little shops whose tall, 
ornate silhouettes cut across the dark purple of the passing clouds in the sky beyond.  
  



Odd souls were rushing to work. They were bumping and pushing each other through 
the doors. Others milled about the square, somehow purposefully, and were always 
annoyed with their not easily discernible business. Some were handing out calendars. 
Behind cars passed on the middle street over slick, wet pavement, and were lined up 
beside vendors selling scarfs, pineapples, fake designer perfumes, and silver spoons. 
There were many beggars. Always was an old woman begging. Around her were the 
pigeons eating crumbs from the Babuskii, making their odd coos together as she 
kneeled and bowed her heavy head into the snow.  
  
There were still more groups of frowning men--criminals really but for most it’s simply 
normal life--always by looking at their face it was clear they hated life, always shaking 
hands very seriously all around the square, always with frowning faces and wearing 
their silly hats before joining a circle to drink. Before us was the little orthodox chapel. It 
had an ikon above the door. Its high, black cross stood in silhouette above the orange 
artificial light of the arch lamps. Inside they were selling oil paintings. Next to it were 
snow banks that had been cleared behind the Metro. They rose like pure, white 
mountains from the filth. Seeing them, Grey ran, lumbering with big body on small 
legs, smiling as he bounded into them, tossing the snow into the crisp morning air with 
a big fox smile and tongue hanging out as his hot breath rose and disappeared into the 
cold. Then, with a lifting of his leg, he made all the mountains his own. This was 
Sennaya, our home. I dreamed of it now in the end as it was then, as it was with my life 
there, as it was always with the city, and I saw it all in one gray color.   
  
I reached the entrance side of the Metro. The dog had already picked up a Babushka. 
Why they gave a fat dog with a collar scraps like a stray nobody knows. I stopped at the 
top of the stone steps before the entrance and watched him, he having lost me in a 
moment within the center of a Babushka’s favors. I waved at him and he looked at me 
from the distance. He stood beneath the arc light in the dirty snow. 
  
The only clean snow in our city is that which is falling. Appearing above, falling white 
and clean through the orange light to the dirty earth below where the dog stood 
searching for me, his old white face suddenly panicked while his long, pointed ears 
stood up and strained, and it was clear he was not a cunning animal. That he tricked 
people for food was only because he was hungry, and he gave no less than the sincerest 
of love to all equally in return. Sometimes people laughed and said cruel things to him 
on the street because he was dirty, and I wanted to kill them. He saw me there before I 
entered, and I saw his face: in his big brown eyes, that hopeless questioning of a dog. I 
couldn’t explain it to him. I stepped through the heavy glass doors and was lost fast 
within the crowd.  
  



Aaron Brand 

Montana Sign 
Imagine the sky inverted 
to snooze among these hills,  
an army of golden cradles 
for sonatas of cool blue. 
Surrounding them 
the glacial paws like scouring pads, 
rubbing an old world pure 
for new generations:  
bright eyes roaming here  
millions of years hence.  
Clouds low, deep down nestled  
into the hills: ghosts  
of long-gone buffalo 
thundering through an afterlife  
of quiet, suburban,  
streetlamp-sizzled streets, 
where hot nights bite like barbed wire, 
where you meet the final subdivision. 
"No outlet," says the sign, 
but your feet step into the sea. 
  



Sara Uribe 
translated by Toshiya Kamei 

order 

if one finds salt on the windows the wind is that slow tongue that pronounces the thirst of the 
cornices every morning and in the slight rustles of leaves there is a secret canto a spell minted 
at length with which they invoke their fall in silence but if one doesn't find salt or the wind or 
slight rustles then there aren't falls or small tongues or let alone windows let alone oneself 
 
orden 
 
si uno encuentra la sal en las ventanas el viento es esa lenta lengua que pronuncia cada 
mañana la sed de las cornisas y hay en los pequeños ruidos de las hojas un secreto canto un 
conjuro largamente acuñado con el que en silencio su caída invocan pero si uno no encuentra 
ni la sal ni el viento ni los pequeños ruidos entonces tampoco hay caídas ni lentas lenguas ni 
mucho menos ventanas ni mucho menos uno mismo 
  



Annemarie Ní Churreáin 

The Lane 
Breathless, the whole way 
down, skimming 
fuchsia, rag-ferns,  

 
to the road below 
where an old school bus 
waited; 

 
a stream of girls,  
wet hair trailing 
a scent of apples 

 
in the left-behind air,  
orchards  
imagined us  

 
fetching from wells,  
pitchers of silver equations,  
poems, plant names. 

 
In the evenings,  
pale foreheads throbbed,  
small steps 

 
returning uphill 
fell 
into careless unison, 

 
something  
on those short journeys 
between worlds 

 
conjured 
sisterhood 
from unshared histories,  

 
separate blood, 
incomparable desires 
after summer 



 
when the lane 
was high with new grass 
and each girl 

 
had her own dream 
to swim 
in the greenness. 

 
 

  



End of Girlhood 
The first time  
a tree called me by name, 
I was thirteen and only spoke a weave of ordinary tongues.  

 
It started with a leaf and next,  
a mist came down from the hills, beating a lone skin drum, 
looking for me. 

 
Scarlet pimpernels dropped hints 
that could not be ignored: 
no red is innocent. 

 
Badger trails called me aside for a word.  
Come underground, they said,  
see what we are made of.  
  



Caroline Klocksiem   

Eventual Violence of Water 
Your fingertips 
folded and faint 
by water, a fresh washrag 
blooming over clouds. A dewy  
ear, the petal at my teeth.  
Bridged backs in the mirrors  
silent with fog. Be still 
you said, my neck shuddering. Quick  
flame from the candle. Feathers. Your fingers  
bucking then buckling under  
the strain. I do not choose. I reach 
where the light  
splits us in two. Rain begins  
to unravel the roof. I hear parting hearts  
of grass. Two hooked and tangled chimes 
twisting against the storm, eventually 
parting from force.  
 
 

  



Olympic Orange  
Tulips firecracker 
out the grass, almost 
break its straight back. 
 
Soon a flood of heat.  
Warblers fill their beds 
with colorless blossoms 
see wasps light fire  
when they sleep. The sun  
 
is only going 
to hurl itself again  
at everyone tomorrow.  
 
When I come, its last gold 
of the day bursting through  
window to pupil. Unsteady 
 
frequency of flamelight. 
The song outside, blood, my  
legs shaking in. When  
 
the thing you are  
waiting for comes 
you start waiting all over 
 
for something else. Tongues  
and mouths end- 
lessly each other.  
  



Robert S. King 

Camping in a Late Fall Forest 
This land owns forever 
what it breaks apart, will not 
let go though its limbs crack in pain. 
Grown rough as bark, our hands 
have not built a home 
where the land holds firm. 
 
Wind tears holes in the tent 
that never keeps us warm. 
Leaves rattle like brittle bones 
as they try to fly off with late birds. 
Everything loose is leaving. 
Only the roots remain like memories 
of fruit trees we thought we’d plant 
in some better season. 
 
Our camouflage has faded 
but not the stains where we last touched. 
The tent flies off; only the stakes remain. 
Exposed now, we shiver beneath 
a white blanket, our fire 
shrinking beneath the snow. 
 
We keep low to the ground like stubborn roots, 
determined to outlast this winter 
where nothing grows but distance.  
  



Frank Rossini 

a place of bone 
a year ago a bird's cry  
led us to this place    bones 
rippled 
beneath the lake for a moment  
I thought them human my skin shocked  
by the water's coldness I returned  
them to earth elk 
                        brought down 
                        by winter 
today these bones gather  
us again & heads 
down we track 
the ground from bone 
to bone scattered like spring's last 
patches of snow or ash blown 
from stone 
rings till we find ourselves lost  
in the shadow- 
less center  
of a wilderness 
we can't follow 
the bones back they  
              gently 
              knock 
              in our packs 
we must wait 
for sun to find 
our shadows  

 
  



Justin Robinson 

Jack  
moved like  
an orchestra  
of October leaves  
 
my teeth 
shattered 
on words  
 
dropped  
like graves  
in tall grass 
 
silence was 
our connection 
  



Michael Dwayne Smith 

Love Smashed Us  
We spin in our little boy beds. Top speed: imperceptible, inevitable. Waiting to be split.  
Collided. Exploding into world. Veering off into our steamy nights of future. Disappearing, 
one blue molecule at a time. 
 
Slick-pages under my mattress ignite. Energy, release, repeat—obsession consumes, a red 
licorice effigy. My charred lips will stencil black kisses over six hundred salty miles of flesh, of 
curves, and suspense. We shall be the polluting of sad girls rescued from small town bars, the 
liquor of one last hope, fuel burning into gravitational collapse.  
 
Sleep is a paper boat. I’m soggy with memory. Fog creeps over the ocean, event horizon, and I 
am, or am not fusion, and I wake or soon imagine I wave toward a far shore, breaking against 
an imprint of stars on the rocks that rock in the sway of cooling planets and tides, floating 
upside down and backward, beneath my very own particle-thin slice of inverted yellow moon. 
 
Are we still in bed? I feel the quantum space my organs used to fill. Oxygen under blankets. I 
think about good health, the good life, but can’t paint a likeness. And wonder about love, but 
don’t try to hide in anyone’s quiet, or cigarette lit darkness. Green glowing eye of carbon 
monoxide alarm, you comfort me more than you could ever know.   



Sara Biggs Chaney 

Precipice Fruit 
Have you heard the one about the man who clings to a cliff-- 
tigers above and below him?  
His sweaty palm wrenches a vine 
sure to wear free of the rock’s face 
in good time.     

He takes it all in: 
Death, death,  
and one  tiny   beautiful thing. 
 
Fruit on the cliff face.   
Reach for it and fall. 
Don’t reach for it, and fall. 
 
I leave the hospital at sundown, little Jenna in arms. 
 
We drive through dusking heat fields, 
post-op reverie extending  
in four directions  
beyond our open windows, 
   
where crop dusters pin corn shadows  
on a roaring horizon. 
 
We pipe the music-- 
drums and whistles take us 
55 and steady forward home. 
  
Little Jenna, poppy red, 
body still soft  
with flush of sleep 
and summer wind:  
  
You are cliffside fruit 
caught in my rearview window. 
 
Your chest lifts in sleep the story 
of everything worth having & losing. 
  
 God, let this plot tend toward strawberries. 
If there is death inside, let her sleep a little longer.   



Rhea Cinna 

Not Chemistry 
It is not chemistry if the test tube is cracked,  
it becomes an accident, something you must hurry  
and wash your hands of. That’s what my first lover told me. 
The chemistry turned bad because of a metal ring. Precious  
alloys are tricky. Take silver for instance, it’ll purify  
anything, send you running to church to confess  
what you didn’t even do. And gold. Perennial gold--summer  
fields you run through, naked, or a head of golden hair  
moving between my legs. 
 
“Do men ever make love to women who like fucking?” 
I ask rhetorically, exhaling the last of a menthol light as 
he crawls under the sheets--syntax 
the last thing on his mind. Silly of me to forget 
the words he spoke, deep in the throes, only 
a while ago, or that we’ll both be imagining 
the same thing minutes from now, the head of golden hair, 
the graceful fingers, the flowery dress, the cherry 
I want to pop in his stead when the time comes 
to make love to her, while she knows nothing of me, 
or him, or how this body has taught him everything he knows, 
virginal and lovely, waiting for him to come home.   



Carol Berg 

Just Beneath Our House I Hide My 
Other Body 
I am at last what you expected. 
 
How long has it been since I heard my body sing? 
 
The millipedes constructing roadways around this mistake.  This me.   
 
I am eating the whiskey atmosphere of radiators. 
 
I am drinking the slow leaks from empty boxes.   
 
My clothing the dust of pinecones.   
 
My unmelted heart a rusted artichoke peel. 
 
The concrete keeps calling my name.   
 
The relief of night a deception a cliff a shriek. 
 
The nobody and the nothing touching me.     

 
 

  



Our House Of Fog 
Our house of dark-eyed junco feathers 
 
Our house of stripped tree branches 
 
Our house of rocks tipped over of asphalt 
 
Our house of flooding tap water of my mother’s 
   
dying skin  Our house of closed curtains  
 
Our house of drilling holes  Our house of killing drones 
 
How can we see each other in this house of impulse 
 
of un-understanding of for crying out loud 
 
Our house of beaks of left behind our house of sneaking  
 
suspicions   Our house of bolts of cryptic of scrub’s edge 
 
Our house where I molted over and over, to show you 
 
 

  



Her House of Matches 
I set myself on fire once 
once when I was nine years old 
  
flames alive on my watchful skin 
their little tongues singing 
in the voices of knobs of buttons of pulleys. 
 
They sang of turning and pulling.  
They sang of owning and of intent. 
 
A hunter’s moon arced inside of me 
orange and potent like the tip  
of a strike anywhere match. 
 
I built a house inside my brain and slid 
the moonmatch inside. 
 
Now I feel its green sail breathing. 
Now I feel its turning roots digging. 
 
There is nothing the match does not think 
of possessing.  Your tanzanite eyes are burning.   
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